In recent years, analysis of financial time series has focused largely on data related to market trading activity. Apart from modelling the conditional variance of returns within the GARCH family of models, presently attention has also been devoted to other market variables, especially volumes, number of trades and durations. The financial econometrics literature has focused on Multiplicative Error Models (MEMs), which are considered particularly suited for modelling certain financial variables. The paper establishes an econometric specification approach for MEMs. In the literature, several procedures are available to perform specification testing for MEMs, but the proposed specification testing method is particularly useful within the context of the MEMs of financial duration. The paper makes a number of important theoretical contributions. Both the proposed specification testing method and the associated theory are established and evaluated through simulations and real data examples.
Introduction
In financial econometrics, the MEM is first introduced by Engle (2002) as a general class of time series models for positive-valued random variables, which are decomposed into the product of their conditional mean and a positive-valued error term. Alternatively, the MEM can be classified as an autoregressive conditional mean model where the conditional mean of a distribution is assumed to follow a stochastic process. The idea of the MEM is wellknown in financial econometrics since it originates from the structure of the autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model introduced by Engle (1982) and the stochastic volatility model proposed by Taylor (1982) , where the conditional variance is dynamically parameterized and multiplicatively interacts with an innovation term.
The MEM can be conveniently applied to any positive-valued continuous process.
2 For instance, to model the inter-temporal dynamics of trading volumes, Manganelli (2005) establishes a special case of the MEM called an autoregressive conditional volume process. Furthermore, Chou (2005) proposes an alternative specification known as the conditional autoregressive range model to study the dynamics of the high/low range of asset prices within fixed time intervals. Nonetheless, the most well-known application of the MEM by far is in the econometric analysis of high-frequency data. The MEM is first used within this context by Engle and Russell (1998) to model the clustering behavior of the waiting times between financial events, for instance market trading and changes in asset prices. Hereafter, let us refer to these waiting times as financial durations. The resulting model is referred to in the literature as the autoregressive conditional duration (ACD) model. The ACD class of models considers a stochastic process that is simply a sequence of times {i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i n , . . .} with i 0 < i 1 < · · · < i n . . . . The interval between two arrival times, i.e. x t = i t − i t−1 , measures the length of time commonly known as the duration, where {x t } is a nonnegative stationary process adapted to the filtration {F t , t ∈ Z} with F t representing the previous history. The ACD model assumes a multiplicative error model of x t of the form
where ψ t ≡ ϑ(x t−1 , . . . , x t−p , ψ t−1 , . . . , ψ t−q ) with ϑ : R p + × R q + → R + is a strictly positivevalued function and {ε t } is a strictly stationary time series with non-negative support density f (ε; φ), in which φ is a vector of the parameters and E[ε 1 ] = 1.
In practice, various procedures are available to perform hypothesis testing for the MEM. The Portmanteau test for residuals is often performed based on the classical Box-Pierce and Ljung-Box tests. Furthermore, there are several independence tests, for example the BDS tests proposed by Broock et al. (1996) and the omnibus test of Hong and Lee (2003) based on generalized spectral densities. For the MEM of conditional duration, some misspecification tests have also been proposed in the literature. Li and Yu (2003) derive a portmanteau test that can be used to evaluate the adequacy of an estimated ACD model. On the one hand, Meitz and Teräsvirta (2006) present a framework for evaluating models of conditional duration based on Lagrange multiplier misspecification tests of the functional form of the conditional mean duration, while, on the other hand, Hong and Lee (2011) do so based on the generalized spectral derivative approach. Moreover, a number of recent studies consider explicit tests on the distribution of the error terms. Diebold et al. (1998) , for instance, propose a density evaluation method based on the Rosenblatt (1952) 's probability integral transform. Bauwens et al. (2004) apply this concept to compare a group of alternative financial duration models. A formal test against distributional misspecification is proposed by Fernandes and Grammig (2005) based on gauging the closeness between parametric and nonparametric estimates of the density function of the residuals as in Aït-Sahalia (1996) .
Within the context of the MEM, the misspecification in the distribution of the error term have a number of important implications. Despite its asymptotic consistency, Grammig and Maurer (2000) find that the quasi maximum likelihood (QML) method based on distributions belonging to the standard gamma family, for instance the exponential, fails to produce sound finite-sample results even in quite large samples. There are also other practical implications that are more directly related to the MEM for financial durations. The error term in the ACD class of models is usually interpreted as the standardized duration. Engle and Russell (1998) express the conditional intensity of financial events as an accelerated failure time model that depends very much on the baseline hazard, which is determined in turn by the distribution of the standardized duration. Ghysels et al. (2004) find that a misspecification of the baseline distribution had a serious implication for models that attempt to uncover the link between duration and volatility.
3 Furthermore, the success of option pricing and risk management procedures based on intraday volatility estimated from price duration models depend heavily on the appropriate specification of the baseline hazard rate function.
4
Moreover, other interesting and important applications of the distribution test for the ACD class of MEM can be constructed based on the well-known time-change theorem of point processes. From the point of view of an intensity-based model of point processes, it has been shown that any point process whose compensator has continuous paths that increase to ∞ (e.g., the well-known Hawkes process) can be time-scaled to a standard Poisson process.
5 The scaling (also referred to as time-changing) is given by the inverse to the compensator. Thus, a large class of point processes with totally inaccessible event times can be viewed as the standard Poisson process with the appropriate time scale. Clearly, a corresponding time-scaling can be obtained from the duration-based point of view where exogenous influences (e.g. the intraday trading patterns) and the self-excited dynamics are modeled by the ACD framework. In this case, the rejection of the null hypothesis of the exponential distribution of the error term in an ACD model of transaction duration, for example, provides important evidence against the Poisson process of transaction arrivals. Such outcome has a few important implications. Firstly, the misspecification test developed here can be used in evaluating conditional mean and the conditional duration models.
6 Secondly, the rejection of the null hypothesis could be the evidence against the exogeneity of the trade arrival process, which is a common assumption in the financial literature.
7 Similar to the (intensity-based) Hawkes model, the ACD framework is able to model a deterministic function of time that accounts for the intensity of arrival of exogenous events and the endogenous feedback mechanism, i.e. the memory of the process. However, other exogenous influences, which are often modelled as the doubly-stochastic processes, are ignored.
Having outlined its statistical and empirical relevance, the main objective of this paper is to establish an alternative nonparametric testing procedure to specify the probability distribution of the error term involved in the MEM. The procedure will be established based on an intricate network of recent developments in non-and semi-parametric time series. This can be outlined as the following:
(1) In order to derive the test statistic, we employ a smoothed version of the parametric alternative that is local-linearly weighted to avoid undersmoothing requirement which is encountered by Fernandes and Grammig (2005) and Aït-Sahalia (1996) . (2) A number of existing studies have shown that bandwidth selection in nonparametric kernel testing is not a straightforward matter (see, for example, Gao (2007) , and Gao and Gijbels (2008) ). Generally, one can distinguish two approaches which deal with the choice of bandwidth parameter in nonparametric and semiparametric kernel methods for testing hypotheses. The first approach is to use an estimation-based optimal bandwidth value from, for example, a cross-validation. However, this may lead to poor performance in finite sample studies since the estimation-based optimal bandwidth may not necessarily guarantee the optimality of the test. The second approach is to select the bandwidth among a set of pre-specified values. The research in this paper entails a methodological contribution to the MEM literature by applying Horowitz and Spokoiny (2001) approach, which is to simultaneously consider a family of test statistics associated with a set of possible smoothing parameters values. The proposed test rejects the null hypothesis if at least one of the test statistics is sufficiently large. (3) For applications of the MEM in financial time series, the mean residuals may have substantial mass close to the zero boundary. In the current paper, an alternative version of the test statistic is developed such that the boundary problem is considered through a method of boundary correction as discussed in Jones (1993) . (4) In recent years, nonparametric and semiparametric estimation with generated covariate(s) has become an important research venue in econometrics and statistics.
8 Nonetheless, the research in this paper makes a headway in statistical inferences (hypothesis testing in particular) with nonparametrically and semiparametrically generated variables. An important feature about the nonparametric specification testing of the MEM introduced in this paper is the fact that it is implemented based on an estimate, namely the MEM residual, to test the probability distribution of the true but unobservable error process.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the testing procedure and a number of important asymptotic results. In Section 3 we discuss and experimentally illustrate the applicability of the test and the associated asymptotic results to the multiplicativeerror modeling of financial duration. In Section 4 we consider a special version of the test for cases by which the error terms have substantial mass close to the zero-boundary. In Section 5 we illustrate the use the tests using data from the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX). Finally, we conclude in Section 6 and provide proof in an appendix.
Testing the Marginal Density Function
In the current section, we first derive the test statistic and its asymptotic distribution. We then propose an adaptive test procedure and discuss the consistency of the test.
Test Statistic and Asymptotic Distribution
Let {ε t } denote the error process in the MEM model, and f (·) and f (·, θ) be the nonparametric and parametric forms of the marginal density function of {ε t }, respectively. Furthermore, let Θ denote a parameter space in R q and θ 0 ∈ Θ denotes the true value of θ. We consider a test procedure for testing the null hypothesis
against a sequence of local alternatives
where 0 ≤ C T ≤ 1, lim
T →∞ C T = 0 and ∆ T (ε) is a continuous function that is chosen to satisfy ∆ T (ε)dε = 0. In this case, ∆ T (ε) must be constructed in such a way that the alternative function is still a probability density under H 1 . Specifically, we consider the case where
so that the alternative hypothesis in (2.2) is a semiparametric mixture density
where ϕ denotes an unknown density function. The alternative hypothesis in (2.4) includes as special cases 5) which are obtained when C T = 0 and C T = C for 0 < C < 1, respectively. To discuss our test statistic, let us first define the distance function
The main idea behind the test statistic considered in this paper is to compare a consistent nonparametric density estimator directly with a parametric density in question. Let ε t denote an estimate of ε t , that satisfies Assumption 2.1 below. An alternative approach to estimating D(f, θ) is to do so based on the following quantity: 6) where ε denotes an estimated version of ε,
denotes the standard kernel density estimator with k h (·) = h −1 k(·/h), k(·), h is a bandwidth parameter and θ is a consistent estimator of θ. Nonetheless, obtaining an asymptotically normal distribution with zero mean for D( f , θ) in this case requires lim T →∞ T h 4.5 = 0, which implies undersmoothing.
9 An alternative to avoid the undersmoothing issue is to write
where
denotes a nonparametrically smoothed version of f ( ε, θ) with
and
r for r = 0, 1, 2. Gao and King (2004) show that the use of the difference f ( ε) −f ( ε, θ) can avoid undersmoothing in the sense that we can still assume lim sup T →∞ T h 5 < ∞. This suggests introducing a test statistic of the form
(2.10)
In the current paper, we will take (2.10) as a starting point and derive our test statistic based on the following discretized version
The main difficulty involved in the establishment of an asymptotic theory for N T, ε (h) is the fact that it is implemented based on the residual in order to test the probability distribution of the true but unobservable error term. In the remainder of this section, we present key asymptotic results that help us overcome this difficulty in the mathematical proof of Theorems 2.1 to 2.4 below. Let us begin with the following notation. Hereafter, let
12)
where µ T,ε and σ 2 T,ε are obtained by replacing ε with ε in (2.16). The key technical assumption required for the derivation of Lemma 2.1 is Assumption 2.1 below, which is a high-level restriction on the accuracy of the estimator ε. Assumption 2.1 requires ε to be uniformly consistent with a rate of convergence that is at least as fast as that of the bandwidth parameter converging to zero. meanwhile, we also introduce some other conditions in Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3 below.
Assumption 2.1. Assume that there exists an estimator ε t of ε t such that
for some δ, where δ > 0 is chosen such that T δ h → ∞.
Assumption 2.2. (i) Suppose that k is a symmetric probability kernel function and it is four-time differentiable on
Suppose that k has an absolutely integrable Fourier transform with
(iv) The error process {ε t } is strictly stationary and α-mixing with mixing coefficient
(vi) Assume that the first three derivatives of f (x) are continuous in x ∈ R 1 = (−∞, ∞) and that f (x) > c f > 0 for x ∈ D, any compact subset of R 1 for some c f > 0.
(vii) Assume that E f (r) (ε 1 ) < ∞ for 1 ≤ r ≤ 3. In addition, the initial random variable ε 0 is distributed from f (ε) with 0 < f 2 (u)du < ∞ and 0 < f 4 (u)du < ∞.
(ii) In a neighborhood of the true parameter θ 0 , f (ε, θ) is twice continuously differentiable in θ; E[(∂f (ε 1 , θ)/∂θ)(∂f (ε 1 , θ)/∂θ) τ ] is full rank. In addition, suppose that G(ε) is a positive and integrable function with
2 ≤ G(ε 1 ) with probability one for j = 1, 2, 3, where
The parameter set Θ is an open subset of R q for some q ≥ 1. The parametric family F = {f (·, θ) : θ ∈ Θ} satisfies the following conditions. (a) For each θ ∈ Θ, f (x, θ) is continuous with respect to x ∈ R 1 .
(b) Assume that there is a finite C 1 > 0 such that for every ε > 0 inf θ,θ ∈Θ:||θ−θ ||≥ε [f (ε 1 , θ)− f (ε 1 , θ )] 2 ≥ C 1 ε 2 holds with probability one (almost surely).
(iv) Let H 0 be true. Then θ 0 ∈ Θ and lim
any > 0 and all sufficiently large C L .
(vi) Suppose that ∆ T (x) is continuous in x and satisfies
With the exception of Assumption 2.2(iv), Assumption 2.2 is a set of standard regularity (and smoothness) conditions for kernel-type nonparametric regression. Assumption 2.2(iv) assumes the α-mixing condition, which is weaker than the β-mixing condition. Assumptions 2.2(i) and 2.2(ii) are quite general in that they allow for the use of the standard normal kernel. The conditions in Assumption 2.3 are consistent with assumptions A0, A1 and A3 of Aït-Sahalia (1996) , which are also required by Fernandes and Grammig (2005) .
The proofs of Theorems 2.1-2.4 are based on an application of Lemma 2.1 below.
Lemma 2.1. Let Assumptions 2.1 to 2.2 below hold. Then, we have, as T → ∞,
The first result of this section establishes an asymptotic distribution for the test statistic under H 0 .
Theorem 2.1. Let Assumptions A.1 to A.3 listed in Appendix A below hold. Suppose that there is a random data-driven h such that
An Adaptive Test Procedure
A common approach for the choice of a bandwidth parameter in the kernel method for hypothesis testing is to use an optimal bandwidth value. For example, in order to implement their nonparametric specification tests, Fernandes and Grammig (2005) propose using a discretized version of D( f ,θ) together with an (undersmoothing-adjusted) theoretically optimal bandwidth. However, this may lead to a poor performance in finite sample studies since the estimation-based optimal bandwidth may not necessarily guarantee the optimality of the test. 10 To address this problem, the current paper follows the approach introduced by Horowitz and Spokoiny (2001) for testing nonparametric regression functions. In particular, we suggest using 17) where N T, ε , µ T, ε , and σ T, ε are as specified in Theorem 2.1, and 18) in which 0 < h min < h max , 0 < a < 1 and J T ≤ log 1/a (h max /h min ). A more detailed discussion on the conditions on h max and h min can be found in Section A.1. Below, let us introduce the method for computing a critical value for L * ε . For 0 < α < 1, the exact α-level critical value, l α , is defined as the 1 − α quantile of the exact finite sample distribution of L * ε . However, since θ 0 is unknown, l α cannot be evaluated in practice. Therefore, to implement our testing procedure, we suggest choosing a simulated α-level critical value, l * α , by using the following simulation scheme, which can be employed to both re-samples of the sampled data and data generated from a known marginal density.
Step 2.1: Given a non-negative time series process, perform an estimation of the MEM to obtain ε t .
Step 2.2: Estimate the true value θ 0 based on ε t . Denote the resulting estimate by θ.
Step 2.3: Compute L * ε based on ε t and θ.
Step 2.4: Repeat Steps 2.1 to 2.3 Q number of times to obtain L * ε,q for q = 1, 2, . . . , Q. Compute the simulated critical value l * α as the (1 − α) percentile of the Q values of L * ε .
Theorem 2.2 below is essential in order to ensure the statistical validity of the simulation scheme discussed above. The main result on the behavior of the test statistic L * ε under H 0 is that l * α is an asymptotically correct α-level critical value under any model in H 0 .
Theorem 2.2. Let Assumptions A.1 to A.3 listed in Appendix A below hold. Then, under H 0 , we have lim
Below, let us shift our focus to the consistency of L * ε against the alternatives discussed previously. We will concentrate first on the fixed alternatives. Let F = {f (·, θ) : θ ∈ Θ} be a set of density functions that satisfy Assumption 2.2(iv) below, and let
The distance between f and F can then be measured by the following normalized l 2 distance
, where · denotes the Euclidean norm.
Theorem 2.3. Let Assumptions A.1 to A.3 listed in Appendix A below hold. In addition, if there is a C ρ > 0 such that lim
Theorem 2.3 shows that if H 0 is false, then ρ(f, F) ≥ C ρ for all sufficiently large values of T and some C ρ > 0. A consistent test will reject a false H 0 with probability approaching one as T → ∞.
In addition to studying the fixed alternative in Theorem 2.3, we show that L * ε is consistent against a sequence of local alternatives of the following form:
(2.21)
The distance from the parametric model converges to zero at the rate determined by
√ log log T for some C 0 > 0 and θ 1 ∈ Θ. For convenience, let
We can now write the l 2 distance as:
To ensure that the rate of convergence off T to the parametric model F (θ 1 ) is the same as the rate of convergence of C T to zero, we assume that, for some 0 < δ < ∞, ∆ T (ε) is a continuous function which is normalized so that we have
Theorem 2.4. Let Assumptions A.1 to A.3 listed in Appendix A below hold. In addition, let f T satisfy (2.21) with C T ≥ CT −1/2 √ log log T for some constant C > 0 and let condition (2.23) hold. Then, we have lim
The establishments and the proofs of Theorems 2.1-2.4 are based on the high-level assumption in Assumption 2.1. In Section 3 below, Assumption 2.1 is naturally satisfied when the multiplicative error models reduce to two classes of autoregressive conditional duration models. Theorems 2.2-2.4 become Corollaries 3.1-3.3 below.
Hypothesis Testing for the MEM of Financial Duration
In this section, we consider two classes of autoregressive conditional duration models, and then illustrate the practical applicability of our asymptotic theory and testing procedure within the context of the MEMs of the financial durations.
Main Asymptotic Results
The multiplicative error model in (1.1) leads directly to
which is often referred to in the ACD literature as the standardized duration. The flexibility of the ACD class of models depends partially on the design of the conditional duration, which is determined in this paper by the functional form of ϑ. For instance, the ACD model of Engle and Russell (1998) (hereafter ER-ACD) assumes a specification of the form
The simplest specification of the conditional duration suggested for the ER-ACD class of models is the ER-ACD(1,1) by which
Furthermore, the simplest form of the semiparametric ACD model proposed by Saart et al. (2013) , i.e. the so-called SEMI-ACD(1,1) model, defines
where g(·) satisfies the Lipschitz-type condition stated in Assumption B.1 in Appendix B.2. In order to obtain some additional flexibility, a few other parametric functional forms of the conditional mean have also been considered in the literature. 11 Although it can be shown that the testing procedure developed in Section 2 is applicable to most of these models, for the sake of illustration, in the current paper we concentrate only on the SEMI-ACD and the ER-ACD models. It should be noted, however, that the SEMI-ACD model ensures flexibility not only in the error distribution, but also in the conditional duration and should, therefore, be the most suitable in minimizing the impact of a potential joint hypothesis problem in multiplicative error models.
By letting ψ t denote the estimate of the conditional duration either from the SEMI-ACD and from the ER-ACD models (below we will respectively denote these as ψ t,m * and ψ t,Qml ), expression (3.1) suggests that
This, along with the boundedness of x, suggests that the uniform consistency of ψ should immediately lead to a similar mode of convergence of ε. Therefore, in order to establish asymptotic properties for the adaptive test procedure within the ACD framework, we first derive the following uniform convergence results. 
for some
and [x] ≤ x denotes the largest integer part of x. In addition, we have
Lemma 3.2. Uniform Convergence of the ER-ACD Model: Under the conditions of the ER-ACD model as introduced in Engle and Russell (1998) , we have
In addition, we have
Let {ε t } be the standardized duration process of a financial event. In addition, let f ε (·) and f ε (·, θ) be the nonparametric and parametric forms of the marginal density function of {ε t }, respectively. Furthermore, let Θ denote a parameter space in R q and θ 0 ∈ Θ denote the true value of θ. We will consider a testing procedure to test the null hypothesis
against a sequence of local alternatives, namely:
A couple of special cases, as seen previously, are the fixed alternatives of the forms 13) which are obtained for the cases where C T = 0 and C T = C for 0 < C < 1, respectively. Since Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 imply that Assumption 2.1 is satisfied in each of the cases, we are able to derive the corresponding asymptotic results to those of Theorems 2.2 to 2.4 that are specifically applicable to hypothesis testing for the MEM of financial duration as stated in the Corollaries below. 
(3.14)
Corollary 3.2. Let Assumptions B.1 to B.3 hold. In addition, if there is a C ρ > 0 such that lim
Corollary 3.3. Let Assumptions B.1 to B.3 hold. In addition, let f T satisfy (2.21) with
√ log log T for some constant C > 0 and let condition (2.23) hold. Then
The proofs of these Corollaries are given in Section B.4.
Finite Sample Properties: Monte Carlo Studies
The main objective of the Monte Carlo exercises conducted in this section is to assess the performance of the above-discussed adaptive test procedure in finite sample. Note that hypothesis testing within the ACD framework is used here as an illustrative example. This is due especially to the fact that the uniform convergence in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 are readily derived. This makes the ACD framework an ideal venue for evaluating whether the procedure is able to perform the job even with a generated variable. While specific details about each exercise are presented in a relevant section, right below let us discuss some general issues.
To facilitate the study in this section, we simulate a SEMI-ACD model with the following dynamic structure of the duration process
where γ = 0.5 and λ = 0.75. Hereafter, let us refer to the model in (3.17) as the MackeyGlass ACD (MG-ACD) model. The functional form of g given above ensures that the simulated duration process {x t } is strictly stationary (see Section 2.4 of Tjøstheim (1994) for more detail). Furthermore, Lemma 3.4.4 and Theorem 3.4.10 of Györfi et al. (1989) can be used to show that the resulting conditional duration process {ψ t } is α-mixing. Hence, the dynamics of the simulated duration process is completely explained by the conditional duration that is essentially the key assumption behind most of the ACD class of models.
13
Moreover, to examine the robustness of the test, we formulate models with data generating processes that exhibit hazard rate functions of various different shapes. To achieve this objective, we employ a family of three-parameter generalized gamma densities given by
13 It is true that the same applies for most ACD-type models in the literature (at least for β-mixing; Meitz and Teräsvirta (2006) ) and this makes them equivalently good candidates.
where α > 0, β > 0 and δ > 0. Note that f GG covers the following probability density functions of the gamma (δ = 1), the exponential (α = 1 and δ = 1) and the Weibull distributions (α = 1). To this end, Glaser (1980) derives a well-known result, which draws a connection between the sign of η =
and the shape of hazard rate function. In Table  3 .1, we present some cases that will be useful for our study. 
Cases
Parameters Hazard Rate Function (1) δα − 1 < 0 δ = 1 and α < 1 Decreasing (gamma density) δ < 1 and α = 1 Decreasing (Weibull density) δ > 1 U-shaped (2) δα − 1 > 0 δ = 1 and α > 1 Increasing (gamma density) δ > 1 and α = 1 Increasing (Weibull density) δ < 1 Inverted U-shaped (3) δα − 1 = 0 δ = 1 and α = 1 Constant (exponential density)
In order to provide experimental evidence to show the effectiveness of the test based on { ε t,m * } instead of {ε t }, we will present the results for each version of the test in two tables. The first table presents the rejection rates for the marginal density test when implemented on a random sample generated under either the null (size) or the alternative (power) hypothesis; the test statistic considered in this case is L * ε . These results are compared to those of the second table, which contains the rejection rates when the tests are implemented based on the SEMI-ACD residual. That is we use the random sample generated for the production of the first table to simulate the MG-ACD process, estimate the SEMI-ACD model to obtain ε t,m * , and finally apply our adaptive test procedure. Therefore, the test statistic being considered in this case is L * ε . All computations in this section are done in R. To compute the nonparametric estimates involved, we choose the normal kernel function
2 . In order to perform the hypothesis testing, we define H T as in (2.18) with h min = T . The corresponding simulated critical values at the α-level are computed using the simulation scheme proposed in Section 2.2 with Q = 1000. The number of simulations used is 200. Three different sample sizes, namely T − 1 ≡ N = 175, 300, 500, are considered. 
Size Values of the Test
In this section, we consider the following null hypotheses: (a) H 0 : f (ε) = f GG (ε, θ 0 ) with θ 0 = (α 0 = 2, δ 0 = 0.9, β 0 = 0.5), implying that the generalized gamma hazard rate function has an inverted U-shape.
, implying that the gamma hazard rate function is monotonically increasing.
(c) H 0 : f (ε) = f E (ε, λ 0 ) with the rate parameter of λ 0 = 0.5. Table 3 .4. Distance D(f H1 (ε)).
Testing Examples
Tables 3.2 and 3.3 present the simulation results of the size values of L * ε and L * ε , respectively. In all cases, the simulated sizes obtained are quite close to their corresponding critical levels. In general, all the rates in Table 3 .3 are similar to those of their ε-based counterparts in Table 3 .2.
Power Values of the Test against a Fixed Alternative
In this section, we examine the power of the test for the following hypotheses (3.20) where j = 1, 2, 3 and s = 1, 2, 3, 0 < C s < 1 and θ j are vectors of the gamma parameters and ϕ(ε) represents an unknown density function. The first set is constructed so that more restrictive densities with respect to the implied shape of the hazard rate function under H 0 are tested against a set of more flexible ones. Specifically, we look at testing the null hypothesis of f E (ε, λ 0 ) with a constant hazard rate function against the alternatives f G (ε, θ j ) for j = 1, 2, 3 of which the hazard rate functions increase incrementally. Regarding the second set, in order to ensure that the alternative function in this case is still a probability density function and that it is fairly close to the exponential law under H 0 , we let
which is a gamma density with α = β = 1 4
. Theoretically, the power of the test depends on the distance between H 0 and H 1 . By letting f H 1 (ε) denote the density function under H 1 , we quantify this distance by Table 3 .4 summarizes the distributions considered in this subsection and the distance D(f H 1 (ε)) between the null and the alternative hypotheses. Power of the test L * ε against fixed alternatives Power of the test L * ε against fixed alternatives Unfortunately, there is no single measure that is able to quantify the empirical impact of the use of the algorithm-based estimates in conducting the hypothesis testing. In Tables 3.5 and 3.6, we quantify such an impact using the quantities in the square brackets, which are computed as the following. Hereafter, let r represent the rth replication of the 200, i.e. r = 1, . . . , 200. Let Q = {r|the replication that is rejected by L * ε }. Similarly, let Q = {r|the replication that is rejected by L * ε }. Therefore, Q ∩ Q is the set of those replications that are rejected by both L * ε and L * ε . The values in the square brackets are then computed as the quotient
, where R 1 and R 2 are the numbers of elements in Q ∩ Q and Q, respectively. Hence, intuitively the quantities in the square brackets represent the proportion of the correct rejections made by L * ε . When the quantities inside and outside of the square brackets are considered collectively, better outcomes are obtained when the differences between the power values in the first and the second panels of the tables are small and the quantities in the square brackets are close to one. We now discuss a few important findings from Tables 3.5 and 3.6. Let us focus first on the top panel. As expected, we are able to achieve high power of the test for cases where the distances are relatively large. In all cases, the power of the test against the given set of fixed null hypotheses improves as T becomes larger. Overall, the power values of L * ε look reasonable even with H 0 and H 1 , which are quite close, and with such small numbers of observations. Now, let us concentrate on the cases where α = 5%, i.e. columns 2 to 4 of the tables. In all cases, the power values of the tests have a strong tendency to increase as T increases. The power values are reported to be quite close to 1 even with such a small number of observations as 501. This tendency is also what we can observe about the quotient
. Furthermore, the power values presented in the bottom panels are reasonably close to those of the top panels. Clearly, these results offer experimental evidence in support of the consistency of the test stated in Corollary 3.2.
Power of the Test against a Sequence of Local Alternatives
The test in this subsection is constructed so that although ε has a gamma distribution with hazard rate that is either monotonically increasing or decreasing, it may deviate locally at some finite T by a ratio of some unknown density function that converges to zero as T → ∞. Specifically, the null and alternative hypotheses in this example are
√ log log T . To introduce the local deviation, while ensuring that the alternative function in this case is a probability density function that is fairly close to the density law under H 0 , we assume that
which is an inverted U-shaped hazard rate function of the generalized gamma density with α = 2, δ = 0.7 and β = 1. The first column in Table 3 .7 presents the values of probabilities, i.e. C 176 , C 301 and C 501 , while the second column displays the distances between the resulting mixture density functions and the null hypothesis. Using the distance in the second column as a criterion, it is not surprising to see that the power values of the tests with the alternative hypotheses associated with C 176 , C 301 and C 501 are somewhat comparable with those of SD C3 at T = 176, SD C2 at T = 301 and SD C1 at T = 501, respectively. Although the power values of 0.335, 0.355 and 0.367 in Table 3 .7 seem to increase as the sample size grows, one cannot reject that it is reasonably constant. Therefore, there is a sufficient evidence to support the asymptotic results in Corollary 3.3. Furthermore, the values of
in the square brackets, which are all quite close to one, are consistent with the power values of the ε-version of the tests that are approximately 90% of their ε-version counterparts.
Mean Residuals with Mass Close to Zero-Boundary
In many financial applications of the MEM for non-negative time series processes, often it is found that mean residuals of the series have substantial mass close to the zero-boundary. In an attempt to minimize an impact of the well-known boundary bias problem, Fernandes and Grammig (2005) follow a suggestion in the literature 15 and establish an asymmetric kernel version of the test. Their so-called D-test rests on the following distance:
15 See Chen (2000), for example.
where ε denotes the integral over the support of the density function of ε and I(·) is an indicator function. The D-test gauges the discrepancy between the parametric and nonparametric estimates of the density function based on
where θ f and f (·) denote the pointwise consistent estimates of the true parameter θ 0 and the density f (·), respectively. Fernandes and Grammig (2005) estimate the density function with the gamma kernel
where b T is the bandwidth, and show that
2) where δ and σ are consistent estimates of
respectively. In practice, the bandwidth of the test is selected using an undersmoothingadjusted version of the theoretically optimal bandwidth,
, where λ is a consistent estimator of the exponential parameter λ.
A popular alternative in the literature is to employ a boundary correction estimator. A well-known example is the suggestion of Jones (1993) , which is to use a generalized jackknifing idea to obtain the O(h 2 ) bias in both the interior and the boundary. Let
where p = ε/h. The idea is to take a linear combination of k with another function , which is closely related to k. A popular choice for is to set (u) = u · k(u) and hence there is a linear relationship between (·) and k(·). Such a choice results in a simple boundary corrected kernel of the form:
.
Although there are several boundary corrected estimators using generalized jackknifing techniques, there are little differences in the performance.
16 Hence, Jones (1993) suggests that the above linear boundary corrected estimator should be an excellent choice. The resulting boundary corrected kernel density estimator can therefore be defined as follows:
where k is the kernel function
In practice, it is not decisive on the superiority of one of these methods compared to another. Within the context of the research in this paper, however, the statistical equivalence of (4.3) to the kernel weighted local linear fitting at the boundary suggests that the simple boundary correction estimator should provide the most straightforward extension to the testing procedure introduced in Section 2 in order to minimize the impact of the boundary bias problem. We begin by replacing f ( ε t ) in (2.11) with f ( ε; ε, h) to obtain the bias corrected version
In theory, we may follow the adaptive testing procedure discussed in Section 2.2 to obtain
where µ T, ε , and σ T, ε are as defined previously. In the remainder of this section, we conduct a Monte Carlo exercise to assess the finitesample performance of our tests, namely L * and L * * , and to compare to that of the L F G . The model example used in this case is the ER-ACD(1,1) model of the form
where α = 0.1, β = 0.7 and ω = 1 − (α + β), which was used by Fernandes and Grammig (2005) . We generate 1500 realizations of the ER-ACD(1,1) model by drawing the errors ε t = x t /ψ t from three distributions, namely the exponential (with λ 0 = 1), the gamma (with α 0 = 1.1 and β 0 = 1) and the Weibull (with δ 0 = 1.1 and β 0 = 1). The number of simulations used is 1000 replications. For each replication and data generating process, we first obtain the QML estimate of the conditional duration using the exponential distribution. The empirical estimate of the standardized duration is then computed and used in order to evaluate the finite sample performance of the tests. With regard to the bandwidth parameter, the L F G test is conducted based on b T as suggested by Fernandes and Grammig (2005) , while the L * test is implemented adaptively as explained in the simulation in Section 3.2. With regard to the L * * test, we initially attempted to perform the test adaptively as done with L * , but at the current stage the computation of this procedure in R consumed a large amount of time. Hence, the implementation of the L * * test in this section is based on a cross-validation MLE fitting of the boundary corrected kernel density estimation. One benefit of this implementation is the fact that the L * * test, in this case, can be more directly compared with the L F G test of Fernandes and Grammig (2005) as a way of dealing with the mean residuals with mass close to zero-boundary. Moreover, the simulation scheme used in Section 3.2 is also performed here at Q = 2000 in order to compute the corresponding simulated critical values, l * α , l * * α and l F G α at the α significance level of L * , L * * and L F G , respectively. The frequency of rejection of the null hypothesis is then computed in order to evaluate the size and power of the three tests. The sizes of the tests are computed based on the data simulated under H 0 of the above exponential, gamma and Weibull distributions. Conversely, the power values of the tests are calculated based on the data generated under H 1 . In particular, the estimated model specifies an exponential distribution whereas the true density belongs to either the gamma or the Weibull distribution. Finally, in order to compute the nonparametric estimators involved, we choose the normal kernel function. 
Econometric Analysis of the Price Duration Process
In this section, we conduct an empirical analysis of the price duration processes at the NYSE and the ASX using the models and the adaptive test procedure presented in the previous sections. The analysis in this section focuses on two separate issues with each being studied based on a different set of data as the following.
(1) Firstly, it is the IBM data used in Engle and Russell (1998) . A total of 60,328 transactions are recorded for IBM over the three months of trading on the consolidated market from November 1990 through to January 1991. As per the seminal paper, two days from the three months were deleted. A halt occurred on 23 November and an opening delay of more than one hour occurred on 27 December. (2) Secondly, it is tick-by-tick data of AMP stock, which is listed on the ASX for the period of April to June 2000. The first half hour of the trading days, i.e. trades before 10:00 a.m., are omitted. This is to avoid modeling the market which is characterized by a call auction followed by heavy activity. The dynamics are likely to be quite different over this period. Furthermore, the call auction transactions are not recorded at the same time each morning. Finally, all trades after 04:00 p.m. are also omitted. In order to obtain the price duration process, we first perform data thinning so that in essence only the points at which the price has changed significantly since the occurrence of the last price change are kept. To minimize the effects of errant quotes, two consecutive points were required to have changed by more than a threshold value, c, since the last price change. A more formal explanation of the thinning method can be given as follows: (i) retain point 1; (ii) retain point s > 1 if |p s − p j | > c and |p s+1 − p j | > c, where j is the index of the most recent retained point (e.g. j = 1 for the starting stage of the thinning process) and the constant c represents a threshold value. The choice of c depends upon a number of specific characteristics of the financial market in question. For example, Engle and Russell (1997) use c = 0.0005 when conducting an analysis on the price duration in the foreign exchange market, while Engle and Russell (1998) set c = 0.25 for a similar study on the NYSE. In this paper, we follow the latter and set c = 0.25. The second and the fifth columns of Table 5 .1 present the descriptive statistics of IBM and AMP's observed price duration, respectively. While the average price durations for the IBM and AMP samples are 860 and 900 seconds, the maxima are 10,609 and 15,082 seconds, respectively. The minimum price duration for both IBM and AMP is 1 second. Finally, the Ljung-Box test values of 42.50 and 91.60 indicate strong clustering behavior and autocorrelation in both the IBM and AMP price duration series.
It is widely documented in the literature 17 that price durations feature a strong timeof-day effect, which is related to predetermined market characteristics, e.g. trade open-ing/closing times and lunch hours. In the current paper, we assume that the stationary price duration series can be computed as
where ν t denotes the observed price duration as constructed in the previous paragraph and φ(i t−1 ) denotes an intraday diurnal factor. Following Saart et al. (2013) , we estimate the diurnal factor φ(i t−1 ) of the calendar time i t−1 at which the tth duration begins using the kernel regression smoothing technique with the smoother defined as
). In our calculation, an asymptotically optimal bandwidth parameter is selected using the leave-one-out cross validation selection criterion. Figure 5 .1 presents the kernel estimates of the diurnal factors associated with the IBM (left-panel) and AMP (right-panel) price duration processes. As expected, the price durations are shortest in the morning and just prior to the close, with a noticeable lull during lunch hours. These results are consistent with those found in existing literature. The next step is to model the ratio of the actual to the fitted value x t = ν t / φ h (i t−1 ) as an ACD model of the diurnally adjusted series of price durations. However, before doing so, let us check to see if the diurnal adjustment alone is able to take care of the serial correlation and the clustering behavior of the duration processes. The Ljung-Box statistics reported in the third and the sixth columns of Table 5 .1 suggest that the diurnally adjusted price duration series of both IBM and AMP still exhibit these peculiar time series features. Hence, the use of the ACD-procedure to model the stochastic component of price duration processes is essential. 
Analysis of the Price Duration Process for IBM Data.
When conducting an analysis using this dataset, Engle and Russell (1998) employed the ER-ACD(1,1) model based on the Weibull distribution. In this section, we take the view that the SEMI-ACD model that ensures flexibility not only in the error distribution (since the distributional assumption of the error term is not required), but also in the conditional duration and, therefore, should be the most suitable in minimizing the impact of a potential joint hypothesis problem in the MEM. Hence, our modeling procedure in this section is first to apply the SEMI-ACD(1,1) model to obtain the empirical estimate of the standardized duration, then use the above-discussed adaptive test procedure to test misspecification of the Weibull distribution.
19 To estimate the SEMI-ACD model, we employ the quartic kernel function K(u) = 15 16
2 . An estimation-based optimal bandwidth for each of the iteration steps is selected using an adaptive cross-validation algorithm. Finally, we select m * = 7 by using a similar procedure to what has been discussed in Saart et al. (2013) .
The empirical estimate of the standardized duration can be computed using the formula:
The descriptive statistics of the series are presented in Table 5 .1. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 present the standardized duration series and the kernel density estimate of the probability density function, respectively. Maximum likelihood estimates of the three most often associated with models of financial duration are the exponential with the rate of 0.9797, gamma with the shape and scale parameters of 0.5828 and 1.4285, respectively, and the Weibull with the shape and scale parameters of 0.6914 and 0.7852, respectively. In what follows, we attempt to shed further light on the distribution properties of the standardized durations by employing our newly developed test procedure. We propose the following steps for computing the p-values of L * ε :
Step 5.1.1: Compute { ψ t,m * } and generate { ε * t }, which is a sequence of i.i.d. bootstrap re-samples under the null hypothesis.
Step 5.1.2: Compute x * t = ψ t,m * ε * t , then use it in the computation of L * ε .
Step 5.1.3: Repeat the proceeding steps Q times in order to produce Q versions of L * ε , i.e. L * ε,q for q = 1, 2, · · · , Q. Find the bootstrap distribution of L * ε,q and then compute the proportion in which L * ε < L * ε,q . This proportion is then a simulated p-value of L * ε . The use of the maximized version of the test statistic suggests that the selection of H T can have significant impacts on the final conclusions of the results. For model estimation and hypothesis testing, the specific formulation of H T employed here is a geometric grid of the form H T = {h = h max a k : h ≥ h min , k = 0, 1, 2, . . .}, where 0 < h min < h max and 0 < a < 1, with J T ≤ log 1/a (h max /h min ) representing the number of elements in H T . In order to perform the hypothesis tests, we choose a = 0.25 and b = 0.4.
In order to conduct a misspecification test of the Weibull distribution in Engle and Russell (1998) , we test the following hypotheses:
(i) H 0 : ∃θ 0 ∈ Θ such that f (ε) = f W (ε, θ 0 ) against the alternative hypothesis that there is no such θ 0 ∈ Θ. If this is rejected, then we perform the following test:
(ii) H 0 : ∃θ 0 ∈ Θ such that f (ε) = f G (ε, θ 0 ) against the alternative hypothesis that there is no such θ 0 ∈ Θ. Table 5 .2 reports the results of our hypothesis tests. In the table, the resulting p-value suggests that the null hypothesis of the Weibull distribution is rejected at the 5% level of significance. This is a strong evidence for a misspecification of the WACD model. Such a misspecification is anticipated by Engle and Russell (1998) , but an evidence is not formally provided. Furthermore, the null hypothesis of the gamma distribution is also rejected at the 5% level of significance. Hence, further analysis is clearly required for IBM. Figure 5 .4 presents three estimates of the probability density function of the standardized duration, namely the nonparametric kernel, the gamma (with α = 0.75 and θ = 1) and the Weibull (with θ = 1 and δ = 0.75). By taking the view that the kernel density estimator is consistent, it is clear that the gamma density function seems to fit better for values of the standardized durations below 1. On the other hand, the Weibull density function seems to fit better for larger values. This provides graphical evidence that points toward a more general distribution that nests both the gamma and the Weibull distributions as special cases. This leads us to the third testing strategy, which is to test the null hypothesis of a generalized gamma distribution. The results in Table 5 .2 show that the null hypothesis of the three-parameter generalized gamma distribution is not rejected at the usual 5% level of significance. 
Analysis of the Price Duration Process for AMP Data.
In Section 1, we briefly introduce the idea of treating the Engle and Russell's (1998) ACD framework as a duration-based time-scaling instrument since such a concept is well-known for the intensity-based approaches of point processes. The empirical study in this section investigates the performance of the ACD framework in performing this task in practice. The study is conducted based on the price duration process of AMP that we computed at the beginning of this section and a set of modeling steps, which can be described as follows:
Step 5.2.1: Obtain the QML estimate of the ER-ACD(1,1) conditional duration, i.e. ψ t = αx t−1 + βψ t−1 , where x t is as defined in (5.1), using the exponential distribution.
Step 5.2.2: Compute the standardized duration as in (5.3) based on the estimate obtained in
Step 5.2.1.
Step 5.2.3: Perform the relevant hypothesis testing based on L * * ε and draw the conclusion.
Performing
Step 5.2.1 is straightforward and is frequently discussed in the literature, so its discussion is omitted here. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 present the resulting standardized duration series and the kernel density estimate of the probability density function, respectively. In this section, we take the view that for the Engle and Russell's (1998) ACD framework to perform well, as a duration-based time-scaling instrument, the resulting standardized duration must be exponentially distributed (equivalently, the arrival process that can be derived based on such standardized duration must follow a Poisson process). Therefore, we will perform the test of the following hypotheses:
(iv) H 0 : ∃λ 0 ∈ Θ such that f (ε) = f E (ε, λ 0 ) against the alternative hypothesis that there is no such λ 0 ∈ Θ.
The p-value for value for the test is computed using the simulation scheme introduced in Steps 5.1.1 to 5.1.3. Table 5 .3 reports the result of our hypothesis test. The p-value suggests that the null hypothesis of the exponential distribution should be rejected at the 5% level of significance. Hence, the ACD framework is not able to perform well as a duration-based time-scaling instrument. We believe that a potential source of the problem may be in the modelling of the self-excited dynamics of the duration process, which is done through the specification of the conditional duration in the ACD framework.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have considered misspecification testing for the MEM of non-negative time series processes. Particularly, we have presented an alternative testing procedure to test the probability distribution of the error term in the MEM. The misspecification in the distribution of the error term has a number of important statistical and practical implications, especially within the context of the MEM of the duration process in finance. Our testing procedure differed from those that appeared in previous studies since it was established based on an intricate network of recent developments in semi/nonparametric literature. In this paper, we established and discussed the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic, and showed theoretically and experimentally the consistency of the adaptive test procedure employed. Finally, we have applied our testing procedure to the MEM of price duration processes using data sets from the NYSE and the ASX. Overall, we believe that this paper sheds some new light into statistical inferences of the MEM and the semi-and non-parametric models with generated covariates in general. (ii) Let H T be specified as in (2.18) with c min T −γ = h min < h max , where h max = c max (loglog(T )) −1 , and γ, c min , c max are some constants satisfying 0 < γ < 1 and 0 < c min , c max < ∞.
A.2. Technical Lemmas:
Lemma A.1. Let Assumptions A.1 and A.2 hold. In addition, let
Then, we have, as T → ∞, sup
Proof. Let us first consider the term {k h ( ε t − ε s ) − k h (ε t − ε s )} . A Taylor expansion of k h of order two at {ε t − ε s } suggests that:
This further suggests that
where there exists c * between {ε t − ε s } and {ε t − ε s } + ∆ ts such that R{∆ ts ; ε t − ε s } = 
h for any integer r ≥ 1. Below the main idea is to use the α-mixing condition to replace the joint density function, p τ (x, y), of (ε t , ε s ) by the product of the marginal density functions p(x)p(y), when |t − s| = τ is large enough. Since the mixing coefficient of {ε t } decays exponentially, we need only to replace p τ (x, y) by p(x)p(y) in the following derivations (see, for example, Appendix A of Gao (2007)).
Observe that we have:
We know from Assumption 2.2(iii) that k (q) (u) is bounded. In the proof that follows, we need to show only that (A.4) is asymptotically bounded. Therefore, in order to avoid any unnecessary complication and without loss of generality, let us proceed by taking integration by parts and changes of variables of 1 A.6) where the final equality is by a pth-order Taylor series expansion. Note also that we have
We now use the fact that ∆ k h (t) = 1 T T s=1 {k h ( ε t − ε s ) − k h (ε t − ε s )} , the above Taylor approximation and (A.6). Therefore, Assumption 2.1 and the standard ergodic theorem collectively imply that we have for q = 1, 2
Finally, equations (A.6) and (A.8) to (A.10) imply that we have:
as claimed.
Lemma A.2. Let Assumptions A.1 and A.2 hold. In addition, let .12) for r = 0, 1, 2. Then we have, as T → ∞,
Proof. We start with the case of r = 0. Note that we have
Hence, it is immediately the case that .15) following (A.11). Furthermore, we have when r = 1
Taking the upper bound of ∆ s1 (h) leads to:
Note that we have for j = {s, t}
using (A.7), Assumption 2.1 and the standard ergodic theorem. The proof of sup 
For the case of r = 2, we have 
Lemma A.3. Let Assumptions A.1 and A.2 hold. In addition, let
Then we have, as T → ∞,
Therefore, ∆ f ,1 can be bounded by the following quantity:
Let us now concentrate on ∆ s,j for j = 1, 2. Observe that ∆ s,1 =
, where .27) following Lemma A.2 and Assumption 2.1. With regard to ∆ s,2 , observe also that
where ∆ s,2R = {s 2 ( ε t )s 0 ( ε t ) − s 2 1 ( ε t )} − {s 2 (ε t )s 0 (ε t ) − s 2 1 (ε t )} , following a similar set of arguments as in (A.25) and (A.27). Therefore, in (A.24) we have for j = 1, 2, following (A.8) to (A.10) and (A.7). Finally, the required results can be obtained for each of the term included in R T, ε,2 (h) using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the convergence rate of r T,1 (h) and r T,2 (h). 
Appendix B
In this Appendix we first provide a brief review of the SEMI-ACD model and its estimation procedure. A more detailed discussion can be found in Saart et al. (2013) . We then presents the proof of the main results of Section 3.1. It should be noted that in this section the bandwidth parameter, h, is associated with the estimation of the SEMI-ACD model, unlike that in the previous sections, which was the bandwidth parameter for the computation of the test statistic. However, since the material presented here is self-contained, we also denote this bandwidth parameter by h.
B.1. SEMI-ACD Model
The SEMI-ACD(1,1) model proposed by Saart et al. (2013) defines
where γ is an unknown parameter and g(·) is an unknown function satisfying the Lipschitz-type condition in Assumption B.1.
The estimation of the model is based on an algorithmically computed estimate of the t-th conditional duration at the m * th iteration defined by ψ t,m * ≡ γ m * (h)x t−1 + g 1,h ( ψ t−1,m * −1 ) − γ m * (h) g 2,h ( ψ t−1,m * −1 ), (B.2) where γ m * (h) is the kernel weighted least squares estimate of γ at the m * th iteration, m * is a prespecified maximum number of iterations and {x t+1 − γ ψ (h)x t − g 1,h ( ψ t,m * ) + γ ψ (h) g 2,h ( ψ t,m * )} 2 ω( ψ t,m * ), (B.5) where u t+1 = x t − g 2,h ( ψ t,m * ), g h = g(ψ t ) − g h ( ψ t,m * ) and ω(·) is a known nonnegative weight function satisfying Assumption B.2(ii). In order to proceed with the hypothesis testing introduced in this paper, we introduce the following algorithm-based estimate of the standardized duration, i.e. the SEMI-ACD residual Hence, a uniform consistency of ψ t,m * , for example, immediately leads to a similar mode of consistency of ε t,m * . Additional discussion of the iterative estimation algorithm used can be found in Saart et al. (2013) .
B.2. Technical Assumptions
Assumption B.1. Assume that function g on the real line satisfies the following Lipschitz type contraction property |g(y) − g(x)| ≤ ϕ(x)|y − x| (B.8)
for each given x and y ∈ S ω , where S ω is the compact support of the weight function ω(·) and ϕ(x) is a nonnegative measurable function such that
with probability one for some 0 < G < 1.
Assumption B.2. (i) Let z t = x t−1 −g 2 (ψ t−1 ) and ψ t = γx t−1 +g(ψ t−1 ). Let E |ψ t | 4+δ 2 < ∞ and E |z t | 4+δ 2 < ∞ for some δ 2 > 0.
(ii) Suppose that the nonnegative weight function ω(·) is continuous and bounded. where the second inequality holds by iteration, the uniform consistency of g j,h (·) for j = 1, 2 (see Lemma C.3 of Saart et al. (2013) ) and sup x∈Sω |g j (x)| ≤ B g < ∞. In view of (B.9), Assumption B.1, the facts that E [ϕ(ψ n+1 )|(ψ n , · · · , ψ 1 )] ≤ E 1 2 ϕ 2 (ψ n+1 )|(ψ n , · · · , ψ 1 ) ≤ G with probability one as claimed by (3.6) and because ψt ψ t,m * = 1 + o P {1}.
Proof of Lemma 3.2 We obtain by recursion
Furthermore, note that |β| < 1 due to the stationarity condition. The √ n-consistency of the QML estimators shows that we have α − α = o P T The required result for ε t,Qml can then be obtained as in (B.11) above.
B.4. Proof of Corollaries 3.1 to 3.3
The proofs of Corollaries 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 follow closely from those of Theorems 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. Nonetheless, along the way we replace the estimator in Assumption 2.1 with ε t,m * and ε t,Qml , and use their corresponding uniform convergence as stated in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
